Chapter 23, Section 2

Ethnic Minorities
Seek Equality

Pages 771-776

Section Focus Question: Who were the minority groups looking for equality and what were their struggles?

Latinos Fight for Change: (pgs. 771-773)

1. Define: *Latinos*-

2. Why did many Cubans flee to Florida in the 1960s?

3. Who was Cesar Chavez?

4. Define: *United Farm Workers (UFW)*-

Asian Americans Fight Discrimination: (pgs. 773-774)

5. Why were Americans of Chinese and Japanese ancestry discriminated against?

6. Define: *Japanese American Citizens League (JACL)*-

Native Americans Face Unique Problems: (pgs. 774-776)

7. When Congress offered Native American tribes money for their land, why did many tribes refuse it?
8. What famous landmark did Lakota tribes protest at because it had traditionally been a part of their land?

9. **Define:** American Indian Movement (AIM)

10. What form of governing did AIM fight for among several legal rights?

11. What island did Native Americans land on and attempt to claim in order to turn it into an educational and cultural center in 1969?

12. What did Kennedy and Johnson’s administrations do to help Native Americans?